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Play_gallery for still and motion pictures presents:

FAIR PLAY

Video Art Festival
A festival of young, great VIDEO ART!

July 15-16, 2005

Friday, July 15th

5pm / welcome cocktail

6pm-8pm / screenings

Saturday, July 16th

11am-8pm / screenings

9pm / "And the winner is..."

Bankleer (Germany), Ellen Bornkessel (Germany), Vesna Bukovec (Slovenia), Nicole Cohen

(United States), Joe Frazer (United Kingdom), Javier Galan (Spain), Ellen Harvey (United

Kingdom), HK119 (Finland), Matthew Horne (United States), Dawn Kasper (United States),

Lauren Lavitt (United States), Dominik Lejman (Poland), Pia Lindman (Finland), Victor Lucas

(United States), Jens Lüstraeten (Germany), Trine Lise Nedreaas (United Kingdom), Monika

Oeschler (Germany), Tracey Rose (South Africa), Prem Sahib (United Kingdom), Daniel

Segerberg (Sweden), Ninia Sverdrup (Sweden), Akram Zaatari (Lebanon)

Jury members

Anne Barlow, curator at the New Museum, NYC (United States)

Jonathan Lahey Dronsfield, Director Centre for Contemporary Art Research, University of

Southampton (United Kingdom)

Bernd Milla, director Deutscher Kuenstlerbund e.V. Berlin (Germany)

Thomas Munz - editor & program curator transmediale - festival for art and digital culture (Germany)

Theo Lightart, artist, film director and author, Berlin (Germany)

VIDEO IS OLDER THAN PAINTING.

Prehistoric graffiti on the walls of caves were definitely not paintings or photographs. They were the first

attempt at video. A prehistoric hunter could not think of ‘framing’ or ‘freezing’ an image, but instead he

wanted to convey action. Prehistoric graffiti was the first attempt at television.

Everything is always new and yet somehow always old in the current explosion of historical re-

elaborations, whereby the only real struggle is that of representation itself. Perhaps humankind has to

represent itself and its world because is afraid of the void. Video could fill man's "black hole" if only it
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can remain truthful in the battle between the two sides. If it can’t, mankind will make this void wider,

through boredom and fear.

Today it is not easy to catch up, especially with video. Previously there was film, then came video, and

now there is HD digital and even high quality video available on the Internet. In many ways, videotape

has already become a thing of the past.

Lately, film has been suffering from a lack of ideas, not least evinced by the Hollywood film industry,

which has become similar to a Play Station, trying to make people believe they are heroes. Fortunately,

video art is increasingly being presented in cinemas, at film festivals and at many other events related

to the film industry. Lots of artists aspire to making real movies (Chris Cunningham, Christian

Jankowsky and Daria Martin, to name just a few). Some of them succeed, such as Matthew Barney and

Julian Schnabel. Even when they are presented in festivals or in theaters, the public treats these films

as genuine 'films.’ Indeed, they are films, but they have that connection to the artist's world that still

remains poetic and personal (sometimes naïve, sometimes psychedelic), which is something that many

mainstream movies don't have because their aim is to satisfy the desires of the masses.

And what counts is the public, so that's why Play. Gallery for still and motion pictures has organized

FAIRPLAY — a video art festival. The gallery deals with new frontiers within video art experimentation,

and following the big success they had in 2003, PLAY is proud to give you a month of young video art

from all over the world.

So now let's go back to the cave and please forget any allegory because this isn't Plato's cave...

This is for real, this is back to basics...No city's Graffiti Abatement Program can wash away the walls.

No one will stop video.

The videohunters are coming.

The videohunters are coming at PLAY in Berlin by the wall

Gea Politi


